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For example, by thinking even one noble thought a man*
sets up an attractive centre to which other noble thoughts
will come of their own accord drawn by magnetic affinity,,.
and his mind will be helped and strengthened by these
thoughts flowing in from without, and so he gains more
than what he gives.
Secondly, there are the effects upon the astral and
causal bodies. The disturbance in one type of physical
matter is communicated to another type, denser or finer ^
for example, the wind disturbs the surface of the sea, and
the earthquake produces a mighty wave in the ocean.
Similarly, a disturbance in the gross matter of the astral1
body, i.e., an emotion, may cause undulations in the finer
matter of the mental body, i.e., a thought corresponding
to the emotion ; and conversely, a movement in the mental
body may affect the coarser matter of the astral, a thought
provoking an emotion. Thus a man may, by brooding
over what he considers his wrong, easily lash himself into
anger, though by thinking calm thoughts he can prevent
that anger.
Again, the mental body will also act upon the finer
causal body, whereby the habitual thought builds up
qualities in the ego himself. Thought builds character
as already explained in Chapter V on Karma.  The
qualities forming the character of the personality, i.e., the
character which is moulded in each of his personalities in
turn by training and surrounding circumstances and which
shows itself in the mind body, are absorbed in the causal
body and become the persisting character of the individual;
and the man returns to earth with -these qualities as his
stock-in-trade for the new life.
Thus looking at the effects on the man himself we
see that in the first place thought tends to repeat itself and

